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T his booklet is not meant to be read by all the players! To

keep the game interesting, only the player acting as Raguoc

should read this.

Read this Dungeon Book through slowly and thoughtfully to get

most out of it and be able to use your skills for creating an

interesting and exciting world of adventure!

If some situation or game element seems tricky at first, try it out in

practice to work out the idea.

Raguoc

Second edition

Game designer: Risto Hieta

Cover and interior art: Marko Peussa

English translation: Jonas Mustonen

English proofreading: Jukka Särkijärvi

Editor: Marko Peussa

Special thanks to Cyfarwydd for getting the project started.
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H ere is network of caves made out of 35 linked rooms. As you can see, the players have several op

tions to wander around the caves and pick their route. There are even a few dead ends, though both

have something useful in them. The treasure of Raguoc is placed in room 28. To get there, the players

must face several monsters.

Route 2  7 12  17  22  23  24 etc. looks like players would get away with only facing one monster

(29) but it is hardly that simple. Room 24 forces players to change course and they are sure to encounter

other monsters.

SAMPLE ADVENTURE MAP

Room Explanation

2 This room has a dagger hidden in wall crevice.

9 At the back of the cave, there is a sack containing a key.

16 There is a pool of water in the cave with a shovel in the bottom.

23 Buried in the sand of the floor there is a sword.

35 There is a vial of elixir that grants magic points in the cave.

5 High in the ceiling there hangs a perfectly good rope!

4 The cave has sticky ooze that will catch your boots!

19 The cave has knockout gas...

24 A cavein blocks the way. A shovel is needed!

26 A chasm that can be crossed only by rope etc.

6, 8 Giant rats.

10 A snake.

21 A scorpion.

25 A mummy.

29 A giant.

32 A red dragon.

28 Raguoc’s treasure in a locked room (Key!).

15, 17 A couple of gold coins.
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DUTIES OF RAGUOC

B y far the most important role in the game is

that of Raguoc. First of all, he must create

the whole adventure with its maps and descrip

tions. In addition to that, he must run the game,

keep track of the proceedings, manage the actions

of the monsters and nonplayer characters, act as a

referee and help the players.

To manage all this, Raguoc must of course

know a lot more than the other players. That is

why these instructions are for Raguoc’s eyes only.

This booklet does not contain secret informa

tion to the detriment of the players, just a lot of in

formation that the players do not need to know.

Adventuring is more exciting and realistic when

you do not know the exact statistics of every mons

ter or other such details.

In this booklet, you will find accurate descrip

tions of creatures. Nobody can remember them all,

and it is enough that the players know roughly how

dangerous something is. Things are best learned in

practice. Once you have tried to fight a green dra

gon armed with nothing but a dagger, you are sure

not try it again!

Because Raguoc acts as the highest (and only)

judge in the game he must be just. Any idea of

playing favorites or getting revenge on the players

should be forgotten. Raguoc should not pick on

one particular character, unless the plot for some

reason calls for this.

Because the word of Raguoc is the law, the

players should not start arguments. Matters are

not to be decided by a shouting match.

In the beginning it is inevitable for Raguoc to

make mistakes. If someone points them out polite

ly, the matter should be addressed. Everyone will

be learning the game by playing it and it should

not be assumed that Raguoc can be a perfect ga

memaster right from the beginning.

In difficult situations, it is often helpful if the

players and Raguoc together consider how the si

tuation would “really” play out.

Over time, most players will act as Raguoc in

turn and get familiar with these instructions. This

is not a problem. Every Raguoc’s mission is to in

vent new and more difficult traps and obstacles for

the adventurers. Reading this booklet will not help

the players then. Resourcefulness, spells and sta

mina are what is needed!

We will begin the introduction to the role of

Raguoc by designing dungeons…
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ACIREMA DUNGEONS

Y our first adventure should not be too big. A

dungeon of about 50 rooms would be quite

enough. If the game falls through, you haven’t lost

too much work and a new adventure can be desig

ned fairly quickly.

At this point it is important to note that ad

venture design should not be hurried. If Raguoc

does a rush job, the whole game suffers. A carefully

designed dungeon with cleverly placed terrors and

treasures makes for an interesting adventure for

player and Raguoc alike!

Take a large piece of paper and draw a cave

network of several dozen rooms. Place the rooms

so that multiple routes through the network are

possible. You may also include few dead ends.

Number the rooms starting from the entry point.

This entry is the corridor leading to dungeon from

the outside where the players start their adventure.

Then, place Raguoc’s treasure as far away as pos

sible from the mouth of the cave. For example, if

your cave entrance is on the left edge of the map,

the treasure should be located somewhere around

the right edge.

Between those two points we will place

appropriate numbers of monsters, treasure, useful

items, weapons and traps… This page has example

on drawing a dungeon. It depicts only the begin

ning of the dungeon, not the entire underworld.

Rooms have only notes on their contents, no detai

led descriptions. Raguoc usually keeps detailed in

formation on a separate notepad where it may be

looked up as needed.

Continuing forward…

In this example, the fastest route through the

dungeon would go through rooms 1, 2, 5, 4 and 7

but it would mean the adventurers will miss the

key, dagger and the treasure!

Items should placed so the players must

explore a wider area. It is good to have alternate

routes so the players are not forced to go through

the dungeon without making choices of their own.

There should be multiple empty rooms, or the ga

me will become too hectic and confusing with ac

tion in every room…

ROOMS

Let’s focus on room 3 out of the previous example

map. Text between quotation marks is intended to

be read aloud to the players when needed.

ROOM 3

"You enter a small, dark cave. There are corridors

leading east and west. The corridor to the east

turns south and not much can be seen beyond the

corner. Several large grey boulders lie on the floor

of the cave."
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If the player

* searches the cave, "You find a small iron key

behind the boulders."

* searches for secret door, "No secret door is

found."

* listens carefully, "You hear nothing but the

breathing of your own comrades."

* goes east, room 6

* goes west, room 2

That’s as complicated as it needs to be. Raguoc

may describe rooms as floridly as they want,

because that serves to create atmosphere. Player

characters may also suggest things not on Raguoc’s

list, and he will just have to improvise a solution

that fits the situation.

Let’s say, for example, that a character decides

to throw a boulder at the wall. Raguoc might deci

de that the boulder splits in half, revealing a hid

den diamond within! Of course, coincidences like

these should not be an everyday occurrence, but

used carefully they are pleasant surprises. Most of

the time, there’s nothing but the dull thump of a

boulder hitting the wall.

DUNGEON DENIZENS

When players reach a new room or cave, a monster

might be lurking there. In such a case, it is clear

that the monster will strike first, starting the fight.

If the creature is standing around, sitting or

otherwise just inhabiting the room, the initiative is

left to player. She may attack, but sometimes re

straint is the better part of valour…

A player character may attempt to commu

nicate with any other character at any given time,

except maybe during a fight. She can greet, ask so

mething, threaten or say whatever she can think of.

It is Raguoc’s job to determinate how a creature

will react, or if it even understands the adventurer.

This is why it’s a good idea for Raguoc to consider

at the design stage which dungeon denizens are ca

pable of understanding speech and how they might

react.

In many situations, the right word at the right

time is what leads to success. A dwarf may offer

some good tips, a wizard give a final warning, etc…

Of course, trying to talk sense to an attacking

giant snake is in vain. The snake probably does not

understand a word and would not care even if it

did!

On the other hand, a dumb giant may help the

players open a heavy door if they will only think to

ask. If Raguoc has planned a solution like this and

the players just can’t figure it out, it’s a good idea

to give them a hint so as not to grind the game to a

halt.

FILLING DUNGEONS

It should be used as rough guideline that every ten

rooms should contain the following:

* 2 living beings, monster, dwarf, wizard etc.

* 2 rooms with a puzzle or an obstacle

* 2 rooms where some item or treasure is

found

* 4 empty or meaningless rooms

Take this listing as advice, not as mathema

tical formula for filling out dungeons!

LIVING BEINGS

Denizens of the caves can be good or bad. Near the

entrance there should be only small monsters like

rats or vampires. Further on, slightly bigger ones

may be found and near the Raguoc’s treasure there

should be wizards and dragons!

PUZZLES AND OBSTACLES

These challenges need often a particular item or

weapon, or just plain old creativity. Solving these

sorts of problems usually earns a couple of deed

points for a character.
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If the solution to a problem requires, for ins

tance, a rope, it should have been possible to

acquire one beforehand. A stream or ravine that

requires the characters to build a bridge to cross it,

the necessary building materials should be found

somewhere. Raguoc should always make sure obs

tacles and puzzles can be solved.

Streams, ravines, caveins and huge boulders

are good, familiar obstacles. They need raw

strength, magic or just hard work!

Bizarre plants and animals can be challenges

of their own. For example, a big carnivorous plant

that blocks the tunnel! Touching it will cause 3

points of damage. It cannot be cut down with

sword because going near it will automatically

wound you. Breax will not work because it is a li

ving thing. What to do, then? Rizes could help if

there is enough room above the plant to lift it up,

or maybe Sleepz? Maybe a carefully aimed arrow

could cut it in half from the stem…

Raguoc should always think of couple of solu

tions in advance, and if the players come up with a

new one, you should of course accept it.

EMPTY ROOMS

These locations don’t have to be literally empty.

Quite the opposite in fact, there might be myste

rious writing on the walls, serpent skeletons, black

markings in the ceiling or even a gigantic boot in

the middle of the room!

The idea is that these do not mean a thing!

The players do not know that, and it’s great fun

when the players go cautiously through the next fi

ve rooms, fearing they will run into owner of the

boot! There should not be too much of this kind of

trickery, though!
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ITEMS AND TREASURE

Useful items, weapons and treasure can be found

in the caves. You should place useful items such as

daggers, shovels and keys near the entrance. Near

the end, there should be small treasures and more

powerful weapons. Or whatever you come up with,

like a jug of wine. If the players drink it up, the

monsters will come and the fight is on!

Small adventures don’t need other treasure

than that of Raguoc at the end. Larger ones should

have small valuables for picking up and later tra

ding.

A greedy dwarf may offer to sell a variety of

weapons or the players might leave the dungeon to

shop for equipment back at the village.

A list of some possible treasures and items fol

lows later in this book. Using the list as guide

Raguoc can estimate a value for any valuables he

has invented. Dungeons should not have too much

treasure or the players will gain money and deed

points too quickly. It would be strange for total be

ginners to have perfect gear, powerful weapons and

no want of money! In this kind of situation Raguoc

may send a thieving gnome to “tax” the players. No

rule prevents Raguoc from taking the necessary

steps to restore balance. Players should not be pic

ked on, but if the situation calls for it Raguoc has

full authority to decide, for example, that a player’s

sword breaks in the next fight or that the fresh

slain dragon is restored back to life and is once

again fighting the players!

Black Wizard or a lesser wizard will always

guard the treasure of Raguoc. Dragons are also of

ten placed as guardians for a variety of things.
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DEED POINTS

T he value of treasure and other found items is

always told in gold coins (GC). Deed points

are also tied GC value. Ten gold coins are worth

one deed point (DP).

If you find a gold crown that is worth 150 GC

you may convert it to 15 deed points.

If a player converts treasure into deed points

she may not use their value later to buy things. It is

a good idea to keep treasure with you during

adventure (and write it down) and only check the

situation at the end of the session.

If a player wants weapons and armor she may

get them by spending treasure. If she would rather

have deed points to rise levels she can convert

treasure to deed points.

It’s up to the player herself to decide how

much of their valuables are kept and how much

converted to deed points.

Finding the treasure of Raguoc will always

give DP though, and its value can never be used for

buying equipment.

Deed points can also be earned by winning

fights. If there are multiple participants, deed

points are shared between them, each one only

getting a portion. Deed points are only earned from

fights that are won.

Raguoc can reward players with deed points

for problem solving and exemplary actions. It is up

to him to decide what earns points. They should

not be given for every key found and chest opened!

Example:

The adventurer Nordic the Incurable has found 50 gold coins and two silver weapons

both worth 70 GC during the adventure. The total value of the treasure is 190 GC (50 + 70

+ 70 = 190). After the game, Nordic exchanges 100 GC to 10 deed points. 90 GC are used

for buying gear for the next adventure.
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TREASURE TABLE AND DEED POINTS

Item Value in gold

coins (for silver

item)

Value for gold

item

Value for gem

encrusted

Silver coin (SC) 5 SC = 1 1 

Bauble 5 10 20

Necklace 10 25 50

Goblet 20 50 100

Crown 60 150 250

Sword 60 180 300

Diamond 30  

Crystal ball 20  

Diamond sceptre 200  

Example:

A silver goblet would be worth 20 GC, a golden goblet would be worth 50 GC and

gemencrusted would be worth 100 GC.

RAGUOC'S TREASURE

Adventure of under 50 rooms: 1000 GC finder gets 50 DP others 25 DP

Adventure of 51  150 rooms: 2000 GC finder gets 80 DP others 50 DP

Adventure of 151  300 rooms: 3000 GC finder gets 110 DP others 70 DP

Adventure of over 300+ rooms: 5000 GC finder gets 150 DP others 100 DP

The value of Raguoc’s treasure can not be spent as money. The deed points awarded for finding

it are always those mentioned here!
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Vampire bat 2

Giant rat 2

Snake 4

Lizard 4

Dwarf 4

Cave wolf 6

Death spirit 6

Skeleton 5

Acirema scorpion 5

Gnome 5

Giant 7

Mummy 7

Burning ghost 8

Granite monster 8

Ordinary wizard 10

Red dragon 10

Yellow dragon 12

Twoheaded dragon 14

Green dragon 16

Great dragon 18

Golden dragon 20

Wizard of darkness 15

Wizard of light 15

Fire wizard 20

Black wizard 25

DEED POINTS FOR DEFEATING OPPONENTS
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SPELLS AND THEIR USE

T he use of spells might feel cumbersome and difficult at first. However, once you get the hang of it,

the system is quite clear. The only difficult part for Raguoc is when making judgement calls on whet

her a spell may be used for a particular purpose. Players may come up with some very surprising and in

ventive applications for spells.

To prepare for that eventuality here is the list of spells and their effects. This list must not be shown to

the players. The player characters only know very little about the spells and will learn more about them

with experience.

SPELLS, COST IN MAGIC POINTS AND CASTERS

Spell Cost in magic points Fighter Adventurer Hunter Wizard

Success Failure

Protex 3 1   8 4

Sleepz 4 2 8 7 7 5

Stayz 5 2 9 8 9 6

Vaniz 5 2   10 7

Breax 4 2 9   6

Rizes 6 3    7

Healz 4 1  9 8 5

Killz 10 4 12   9

Shieldz 9 4    9

Darkz 7 2    9

Bacx 12 5  12  10

After a successful casting, roll once. If the result was higher than the casting roll, the

difference is added to the player’s magic points.
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PROTEX

Meant to protect the party at

night while camping. Or by

day when resting, etc. Protex

covers one area or room, and

does not work if someone leaves the area. Protex

denies the monsters entry to its area of effect.

Powerful monsters might force themselves through

the perimeter but they will cause an alarm when

the forcefield is breached. Protex cannot be used in

the middle of a fight or during a catastrophe of so

me sort.

SLEEPZ

Puts the target to sleep. The

effect may last minutes or hours depending on the

target’s size and stamina. A rat may sleep the whole

day but a dragon mere ten minutes! Sleepz does

not affect spirits or the dead. It does not affect

powerful wizards or the greatest of dragons either.

Its effect may not be canceled.

STAYZ

Immobilizes the target. The vic

tim continues to breathe nor

mally and she hears and can

speak, but cannot move at all.

Stayz lasts as long as Sleepz. A

monster under the effect of Stayz can be slain easi

ly because it cannot fight back. This spell also af

fects nature and may be used to halt the flow of a

river. Does not affect great dragons, spirits or

powerful wizards.

KILLZ

Meant to kill its target. Nor

mally, the player first rolls the

casting roll. If successful, she

rolls three dice, whose result is

subtracted from the target’s

stamina points. The maximum damage is 3 × 12 =

36, which will not take out a great wizard or dra

gon.

In addition to this, all great wizards have a

counterspell to Killz, as detailed in their descrip

tion. Small critters like vampires, rats, snakes,

lizards, scorpions, dwarves and gnomes will always

die when targeted by a successful Killz, with no

need for a damage roll. Killz does not affect plants,

unliving nature or the dead (skeleton and mum

my).

VANIZ

Makes the target, including

what they are holding in their

hands, invisible. If an invisible

player character picks up a rock, the rock will also

be invisible as long as it remains in the character’s

possession. The spell lasts as long as its caster

wants, or until the target dies or is subjected to the

effects of another spell. The target can move and

act freely. She can also be felt, as she is invisible

but not immaterial. When fighting monsters, their

hit number is 3 points higher than normally. For

example, an Acirema scorpion would need 12 to

hit! It wouldn’t score many of those in a fight! Va

niz also affects affects lifeless matter.

SPELL DESCRIPTIONS
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BREAX

Causes targeted object to

explode or break down.

This spell cannot be used

on living things. Breax is

very effective against bar

ricades, caveins, chests

etc. It should be noted

that the power of a Breax spell depends on the cas

ting roll. The Wizard needs only to roll a 6 to

succeed, but if she rolls a 12, the destruction would

be awesome in scale. For example, if the Wizard

tried to break a treasure chest it would mean that

the chest and everything in it would be blasted to

atoms and scattered around the dungeon!

Similarly, if the Wizard only rolls a six when

faced with an obstacle of hard stone, the boulder

would be chipped but not shattered entirely. Breax

cannot be used to directly attack opponents but it

may be used to make ceilings collapse on monsters

or destroy bridges under them.

RIZES

Removes the effects of gravity

until the spell is cancelled. The

target rises up to float in the

air and cannot move on the

ground. In the air, she may move by taking hold of

walls or utilizing some sort of device for assistance.

The target may fight, but with some difficulty; the

hit number goes up by one. Rizes may be used on

living things and objects alike. It may also used to

lift monsters up in the air, making their number to

hit player characters rise by one. Rizes does not af

fect spirits or wizards at all.

HEALZ

Invigorates the target when

cast, but not during combat.

Roll once for the refreshed sta

mina. Even if the roll is lower,

at least six points will be healed.

SHIELDZ

Gives target protection against phy

sical harm. The effect lasts until the

spell is cancelled or when the target

hits something or uses a thrown wea

pon. Monsters may not harm a character protected

by this spell unless she wants to fight. Shieldz

usually works against any creature. Physical harm

such as boulder traps do not harm the character

either. Items protected by Shieldz cannot be har

med or opened by force. A tiny target can be picked

up but not broken!

DARKZ

Affects only dragons. Darkz

blinds them for the duration of

the fight, causing their hit

number to rise by three. The spell can be cast in

the middle of a fight, in which case it will last to

the end of the engagement.

BACX

The strongest and most powerful

spell. May bring fallen adventu

ring comrades back among the

living. The spell must be cast

within four hours of death. If the spell fails, it can

be cast again after two hours. In the most extreme

situations it can be thus cast three times; first

when character has just died, a second time after

two hours and one last time when four hours have

passed. Few Wizards have enough magic points for

this, but there is always a chance…

Bacx can be cast on any living creature, but

not on yourself.
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USE OF MISTY DUST

T he misty dust usable only by the Wizard nor

mally has five different uses. Raguoc may in

vent more of them but these five should do for a

start:

REVEAL LIFE

The misty dust begins to sparkle if there are living

beings in the nearby rooms. Misty dust does not

react to the presence of plant life. Bigger creatures

create brighter sparkles. The dust never starts to

sparkle by itself, and the Wizard must announce

she is using misty dust for this purpose. To get re

sults, the Wizard must roll six or higher, otherwise

the dust stays inert. The dust can be used once per

room for this purpose.

DISPEL MAGIC

Misty dust causes magical enchantment to disap

pear or weaken. This could be used against ma

gically protected doors or chests, cursed treasure

etc. Misty dust cannot be used to interrupt a spell

that is being cast by a enemy in combat but the

Wizard’s own spells can be dispelled with it (Sleepz

and Stayz). Cursed beings (under a spell) may be

set free with it.

HEALING

The misty dust invigorates the target, but not in

combat. To determine how much stamina is gai

ned, roll a die and divide the result by two. For

example 9 = 5 points, 12 = 6 points. The Wizard

can of course bolster her own stamina with misty

dust.

DETECT POISON

The misty dust sparkles when a substance or liquid

is poisonous. The dust is rendered inert after use.

The dust does not remove poison, only detects it.

There is only one try for each target. The dust must

be sprinkled on the target, and cannot be thrown

from a distance.

ATTACK

Misty dust may be used as a weak combat spell. It

has a damage value of 3 points and works on most

creatures. It does not affect granite monsters, gol

den dragons or fire wizards. To all others it does 3

points of stamina damage. Misty dust may be used

multiple times in a fight, but only once per round.

Misty dust may also be used when another charac

ter is fighting, but the monster will get an extra at

tack against the Wizard.

Using misty dust does not affect the Wizard’s

magic points. Misty dust may be purchased by

anyone but can only be utilized by the Wizard.

5 uses of misty dust weights 1 unit and lesser

amounts should not be counted as weight at all.

Misty dust will lose all its powers if immersed

in water!
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Example:

If a cave wolf encounters the Fighter, she needs 6 to hit and causes damage according to

her weapon (with a sword it is 5). Note that normally the hit number would be 7, but for

the Fighter armed with a sword it is only 6!

The cave wolf’s hit number is 6 (7 if the Fighter has shield) and causes 5 points of damage

(4 if the Fighter is wearing armour).

Reading the tables you will learn to find the right numbers quickly. Always take note of

shield and armour. The Fighter must remember herself that with a sword or an axe her

hit numbers against opponents are one lower (and the same goes for the Hunter when

using a bow).

T he aggressor in the combat (usually the player character) rolls against the opponent’s hit number.

* If their roll is at least the same as the opponent’s hit number, the attack is successful.

* A hit causes damage according to the weapon used (for example, an axe causes 4 points of damage) or

with monsters, depending on their type (usually 2  7).

* This amount is subtracted from the opponent’s stamina.

* The opponent (monster) rolls their hit roll.

* If the roll is at least the same as the monster’s hit number, it hits and causes damage.

* If either party rolls a number smaller than the hit number they are aiming for, they miss and it’s the

opponent’s turn to act.

Attention! Using a shield makes monsters’ hit numbers bigger (meaning it’s harder for it to hit a player

character). Wearing armour reduces damage caused by monsters by one.

COMBAT ROUND
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WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT

I t is duty of Raguoc to supervise that:

* A player has the weapon she intends to use.

* Character sheets are updated without delay.

* Treasures are not used multiple times.

* Players are not carrying more equipment than they are able.

* A character is not wielding a weapon she is not able to use.

Of course, the players should also be keeping an eye on these things themselves, and not relying on Ra

guoc for everything. Should Raguoc catch someone cheating, it is time for a chat about the purpose of the

game. It’s about having fun within the framework of the rules, not about succeeding at any cost!

Item Price
Who can wield Power Weight

Dagger 30 Everyone 2 1

Axe 50 Everyone 4 2

Sword 60 Everyone 5 2

Spear 70 Everyone except wizard 6 2

Bow 40 Everyone except zombie and wizard 3 2

Arrow 10 each Everyone except zombie and wizard See bow 

Misty dust 30 Only wizard can use 3 

Shield 50 Everyone 2

Armour 60 Everyone 1

Shovel 60 Can also be used as a weapon 3 2

Rope 80 Everyone 1

Lantern 80 Everyone 1

Clothing 40 Everyone 1

Boots 30 Everyone 1

Herbs 30 add 2 stamina points when eaten 

Keys 100 each Several different ones, Raguoc decides 

LIST OF EQUIPMENT WITH WEIGHTS AND PRICES

5 arrows weight 1 unit, same goes for 5 misty dust.

Boots, clothes and armour = weight together 2 units.

Minimum you can carry regardless of stamina = 10 units.

Carrying capacity is otherwise = same as your stamina.
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MONSTERS OF ACIREMA

Description = an explanation of the monster and its habits.

Stamina = the range of the monster’s stamina.

Hit number = number the monster needs to roll to hit a player character. The number in parentheses is for

hitting characters who use a shield.

Damage = the amount of stamina a player character loses when the monster hits her. The number in pa

rentheses indicates damage to a character that is wearing armour.

Opponent hits = the number a player character needs to roll to hit the monster. Damage caused depends

on the weapon used.

Spells that work are also listed. If no spells are listed, all combat spells (Sleepz, Stayz, Killz) work as nor

mal. If a spell does not work it is mentioned. Misty dust always works when used as a weapon if there is no

specific mention.

VAMPIRE

A species of large black bats that bite and suck

blood. Easily provoked into attacking, do not fear

humans. Arrows and spears do not damage

vampires at all. Vampires do not understand

speech.

Stamina: 7  12

Hit number: 6 (7)

Damage: 2 (1)

Opponent hits: 6

No arrows and spear, no bare hands.

GIANT RAT

Half a metre long, snappish beasts that live in

holes and wander the hallways. Do not care about

humans except as prey.

Stamina: 8  14

Hit number: 7 (8)

Damage: 3 (2)

Opponent hits: 6

No arrows.
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SNAKE

Several different species ranging in size from half a

metre long to true giants. Rarely poisonous. Often found

guarding treasures. They do not understand human

speech.

Stamina: 10 21

Hit number: 7 (8)

Damage: 4 (3)

Opponent hits: 7

No bare hands.

LIZARD

A number of different species. Some are

peaceful, some aggressive. Often live near the

water. Cannot understand speech. May flee

from combat if the situation looks bad.

Stamina: 12  20

Hit number: 7 (8)

Damage: 4 (3)

Opponent hits: 6

ACIREMA SCORPION

Big, almost a metre long, dangerous cave

creature. Has a painful and hard bite. A

scorpion is slow but powerful and cannot be

fought barehanded.

Stamina: 13  17

Hit number: 7 (8)

Damage: 5 (4)

Opponent hits: 7

No bare hands.
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CAVE WOLF

A carnivore that has adapted to subterranean life.

Sees well in darkness and moves silently. Does not

understand speech and is not afraid of humans.

Stamina: 18  26

Hit number: 7 (8)

Damage: 5 (4)

Opponent hits: 7

GRANITE MONSTER

A giant creature that is protected by rock hard

armour. Powerful but clumsy. Small weapons do

no damage at all, nor does misty dust. May

understand some words but is definitely not

friendly. Dangerous opponent.

Stamina: 20  30

Hit number: 8 (9)

Damage: 7 (6)

Opponent hits: 6

No dagger, no arrows, no bare hands and no

misty dust.

GNOME

Small, quirky creatures with one foot in the spirit world. Can appear and

disappear unexpectedly… They can be friendly or hostile, depending on

the situation. Because of the inherently strange nature of gnomes,

weapons only do half damage against them. Arrows and spears do not

affect them at all. All spells work on gnomes, as does misty dust. They

might talk human languages and even be helpful.

Stamina: 11  18

Hit number: 8 (9)

Damage: 5 (4)

Opponent hits: 6

Weapons do half damage, no spear and no arrows.
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DWARF

Clever, small and lively cave people. Their disposition can be

almost anything. Often acquire a wealth of knowledge when

travelling through the caves. Are usually willing to trade or to

provide information for a price. A dwarf is not the most

difficult opponent.

Stamina: 9  16

Hit number: 7 (8)

Damage: 4 (2)

Opponent hits: 5

GIANT

Big and strong humanoid cave creature. Slow and a bit

stupid, easy to fool. May be very aggressive but is

sometimes indifferent towards humans. You cannot harm

giant with your bare hands. Almost never trusted to

guard treasures.

Stamina: 19  27

Hit number: 9 (10)

Damage: 7 (6)

Opponent hits: 7

No bare hands.

ORDINARY WIZARD

Mysterious guardians of treasure. Hooded witches who

know powerful spells. Ordinary wizards may patrol any

dungeons. They know human speech. Rarely anything but

hostile. All weapons and spells work against them.

Stamina: 30  34

Hit number: 6 (7)

Damage: 5 (4)

Opponent hits: 5
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SKELETON

Animated and fighting skeleton is a terrifying opponent. It does

not speak or listen, silently fighting to the bitter end. Piercing

weapons do not damage it at all, only straightforward hacking

and Stayz. Skeletons are also affected by Rizes and Vaniz, but not

by Killz, Sleepz and Breax. Skeletons are often used as guards

and there might several at the same location.

Stamina: 20  25

Hit number: 7 (8)

Damage: 4 (3)

Opponent hits: 8

No dagger, no spear, no arrows, no Killz, no Sleepz, no Breax.

MUMMY

Walking corpses in funerary wrappings that have been awakened by

Raguoc’s magical powers. Disturbing monsters that are hard to

fight. Mummies does not care what you have to say, or really about

much anything at all. They fight against anything crossing their

path. Mummies are affected by all weapons and the same spells as

skeletons.

Stamina: 22  28

Hit number: 6 (7)

Damage: 4 (3)

Opponent hits: 6

No Killz, no Sleepz, no Breax.

DEATH SPIRIT

A cursed, evil spirit that wanders the caves searching for victims. Those killed

by a death spirit turn to death spirits themselves and attack the nearest

human beings! Only misty dust and Killz work on this abomination. It cannot

go through Protex and Shieldz spells. Breax, Stayz and Sleepz have no effect

on it. When a player character tries to escape a death spirit, she needs a roll of

8 or better to succeed. Escape may only be tried once per battle.

Stamina: 10  16

Hit number: 5 (6)

Damage: 4 (3)

Opponent hits: 

Not affected by any weapons

No Breax, no Stayz, no Sleepz.
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BURNING GHOST

May suddenly appear through a wall in a burst of scorching

flames. Burns its opponents severely. Does not communicate,

seeks only to destroy other beings. Cannot stand water, but you

will need more than a bucket to stop it. Spells and weapons

affect it the same as a death spirit.

Stamina: 15  19

Hit number: 5 (6)

Damage: 5 (4)

Opponent hits: Not affected by any weapons

No Breax, no Stayz, no Sleepz.

DRAGONS

Huge, powerful and often quite intelligent reptilian beasts. Live in huge caves and often guard something,

treasure or knowledge…

* A red dragon has a bad temper and does not care about talking.

* A yellow dragon is stronger and often guards a treasure of gold.

* A twoheaded dragon is wise but also sly and mean.

* The green dragon is the biggest species of dragon and quite intelligent. It often listens what humans have

to say and may even answer, but is rarely rarely benevolent. Usually attacks and burns its victims after

toying with them for a while.

* The great dragon is majestic form of green dragon. There can only be one great dragon in a dungeon or a

mountain (like gold dragons). The great dragon is always wise, but unfortunately it is faithful servant of

Raguoc, so you’d better be cautious!

* The golden dragon is benevolent if it is treated with respect. It always appreciates gifts of gold! If you

insult or threaten it, expect your comrades to carry your dead body back…The golden dragon is dangerous

and should not be provoked lightly.

All weapons and spells work against dragons, with the important exceptions of great and golden dragons,

who are immune to everything except Darkz and Killz, even misty dust.

Nobody in their right mind would even try to attack them with their bare hands, right?
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STRONG WIZARDS

All strong wizards are near the Raguoc’s treasure. Encountering them is a hint to players that their goal is

near. Five rooms is greatest distance of Raguoc’s treasure wizard can be encountered. Do not put more

than 2 strong wizards to a small adventure (less than 100 rooms)! Bigger ones might have as much as four

if you really want take care of protecting your treasure!

Wizards may hear out what players have to say and even strike conversation with them. They are

never friendly though! Their mission is to protect the treasure from intruders and that is exactly what

player characters are!

Wizards are all affected by all weapons, except for fire wizard as nobody can attack her with bare

hands, misty dust thrown at her burns up too. Killz spell affects them all, but no other spells!

Species Stamina Hit number Damage Opponent

hits

Red 25  29 7 (8) 6 (5) 6

Yellow 28  33 7 (8) 7 (6) 6

Twoheaded 31  38 7 (7) 6 (5) 7

Golden 35  40 7 (8) 9 (8) 7

Green 39  45 6 (7) 7 (6) 6

Great 45  50 7 (8) 10 (8) 6
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Even when Killz is cast at them, strong wizards have a counterspell: if their opponent has successfully

cast Killz they may attempt to counter it before its effect is resolved. Raguoc must roll at least 10 to

counter Killz.

The wizard of light can be blinded with a mirror, which raises their hit number by two.

Strong

wizard

Stamina Hit

number

Damage Opponent

hits

Note!

Darkness 36 8 7 6

Light 36 7 (8) 7 (6) 6 Mirror

Fire 42 6 (7) 6 (5) 7

Black 50 7 8 7
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FIGHTING BETWEEN CHARACTERS

I f such a foolish thing comes to pass that the

players have a quarrel and their characters

start fighting, here are the rules:

* The attacker starts the fight as normal, by using a

weapon or a spell.

* The defending character’s hit number is one

lower.

* When player characters fight each other, it is

always oneonone, no sneaky shooting etc.

* The special abilities of the Fighter and the Hunter

(with different weapons) do not affect fighting

among player.

The hit numbers for different characters are as

follows:

Zombie, 9

Fighter, 8

Adventurer, 7

Hunter, 7

Wizard, 5

These values are used only when player character

fight each other!

Damage dealt depends on the weapon used. If

the character is wearing armour, she is dealt one

point less damage.
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MULTIPLE CHARACTERS FIGHTING A SAME
MONSTER

I n a tough situation, multiple characters may decide to gang up on same monster. To keep things clear

it is best to decide who is in at the beginning, so that nobody can join in during the fight.

On their own turn everyone (players) rolls to hit and only the best score (taking note of the weapon) is

counted.

If, for example, the Fighter and the Adventurer are fighting a cave wolf, the Fighter uses a dagger and

rolls a 9, the Adventurer uses a sword and rolls an 8, the Adventurer is the one whose hit is counted

because she wields a weapon that deals more damage. So the sword hits the wolf.

The monster only has one roll, as usual. If it scores a hit, the damage is divided between the players. A

cave wolf does 5 damage, so both would get 3 points of damage. Always round up!

USE OF WEAPONS

R aguoc must always take into account the situation where weapons are used. Even if the bow and

arrows could normally be used against a particular monster, it is impossible to use them if the

monster is standing right next to the player character. A spear can be thrown at monster but it is lost until

it can be reclaimed at the end of the battle!

Arrows can be shot at monsters depending on the situation, and if it is too far away it is possible that

the monster may not get to strike at the player at all. Raguoc will decide how many arrows a player gets to

shoot at the monster before it closes in.

A spear can also be used to stab and will do 2 points of damage. A shovel can be used as a weapon and

will do 3 points of damage.

Dungeon denizens can also use bows, or throw rocks or knives. Characters may even be wounded

before they know what is happening. (Raguoc will roll to see if they are hit.)
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D o not make your dungeons too hard, but do not

make them too easy either! Test your adventures

by yourself. Count how many weapons can be found and

how many monsters must be defeated. If there are lots of

monsters, place healing herbs somewhere or let the

players find a jar of magical fluids that will raise their

magic points by four!

Try to think of alternate approaches before the

game, so your plans do not fall apart at the game table

when players think of clever new ways to solve

problems.

Write to me if you have any problems with the rules,

or need a clarification, or just wish to share stories about

great games and mighty adventurers!

Dragon Castle, July / 86, Nordic

FINAL WORDS TO RAGUOC
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